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This story of life of Thomas Trafford, my fourth great grandfather, is based largely on my own research into my family history. There are many places where I have crossed paths with and depended on the work of other researchers, all of whom I attempt to acknowledge.



Above is an excerpt from the 1841 census [1] in the small village of Kirtlington, Oxfordshire, showing Thomas Trafford, age 74, “Baker”, living in the home of his son John Trafford, “Schoolmaster”, and daughter-in-law Maria, and their children. John and Maria were married in 1821 and had seven children between then and 1839. I am descended from John and Maria’s son John, age 13 in this census.



I am especially indebted to Phil Wood, descendant of Thomas’ sister Ann for his research into the Trafford line before Thomas’ time. I preserve the original words of contributors in blue italic.



© Ross Trafford, 2009 Permission is hereby granted to reproduce content for family history research purposes.



At left is “The Old Bakehouse”, located at the South Green in Kirtlington [2]. This property was in the Trafford family for at least three generations. The honey-coloured stone is prevalent in structures in this part of Oxforshire. The colour varies by region. Thomas Trafford the baker of Kirtlington
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First Things First – Which Thomas is Which? It is relatively simple to trace my paternal ancestry line back to the 1841 England census in the village of Kirtlington, Oxfordshire. I am descended from the family shown in the census excerpt above – in particular from Thomas (age 74), his son John (age 44) and his son John (age 13). Searching earlier than that becomes harder, as 1841 is the earliest census available. In order to trace the family history into the generations before Thomas, it was necessary to sort through the Kirtlington (and neighbouring) parish christening, marriage and burial records [3][4], and draw conclusions about which records applied to our particular Thomas. There were enough Thomas Traffords to cause plenty of confusion. Thomas appears to be widowed by the time of the 1841 census. To find out who his wife might have been, it is useful to look at his son John who was 44. Ages in the 1841 census were to be rounded down to a multiple of 5 years, and this was done for most families, but seemingly not for this family (a lucky accident). The census was taken on the night of 6 June 1841. The Kirtlington parish register transcripts show three different “Thomas Trafford” families christening children around 44 years prior (about 1797): o Thomas and Sarah christened 8 children between 1788 and 1806, including a son John on 17 July 1796. He would have been 44 (or possibly 45) at the time of the census. o Thomas and Dorcas christened 9 children between 1795 and 1815, including a son John on 13 April 1806. He would have been 35 at the time of the census. o Thomas and Ann christened only one child, Thomas in 1798, but did not appear to have a son named John. This shows that our Thomas was in all likelihood the one married to Sarah. The Kirtlington parish register transcripts include the marriage record of Thomas Trafford and Sarah Hall on 31 March 1788 (witnesses: John Trafford, Edward Hall). To find out who Thomas’ parents might have been, one has to look at christening records around 74 years before the 1841 census – about 1766 or 1767. There are two records that could refer to our Thomas: o One Thomas Trafford, son of John and Mary, was christened 9 August 1767. o Another Thomas Trafford, son of Thomas and Ann, was christened 22 November 1767.



Thomas Trafford the baker of Kirtlington
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Both of these Thomas Traffords would have been about 74 years old in 1841, so it is too close to call based only on these records. Examining census and parish records of other family members continued to prove inconclusive. Then, after requesting help from other researchers, the definitive answer arrived, as noted in the e-mail shown at right. With it, I received a photograph of an original letter, shown below, clearly written by Thomas’ father John. It appears to be handwritten by a scribe, and then signed by John Trafford himself. According to this e-mail and the accompanying photo, our Thomas’ parents were John Trafford and Mary Curtis, who were married in 1766. After this breakthrough, it became possible to sort out the various Trafford lines that were in the village of Kirtlington at the time.



E-mail from Phil Wood (18 Dec 2007): Hello Cousin Ross, Sorry it has taken so long to reply. Your Thomas married Sarah Hall therefore he is the son of John Trafford and Mary Curtis - the proof is in their marriage licence/bond: "I John Trafford of the Parish of Kirtlington in the County of Oxford the natural and lawful Father of Thomas Trafford of the same parish a Minor do Consent to the Marriage of my said Son with Sarah Hall of the same parish Spinster a Minor Witness my Hand this twenty ninth day of March in the Year of Our Lord 1788. [Signed] John Trafford Witness Geo: Phillips" from the Archdeaconry Marriage Bonds (transcribed from the original, a handwritten note, not on the typical form of the time). Another hint is that his father left him property which included a bakehouse. [etc...] Phil



At right is a photo of the original consent note from Thomas’ father, John Trafford, dated 29 March 1788, giving consent for him to marry Sarah Hall. [5] This was the proof needed to identify Thomas’ parents and extend our family line into the preceding generations. Thomas Trafford the baker of Kirtlington
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As for the other Thomas Trafford that was christened in 1767; his parents were Thomas Trafford and Ann Beazley, who were married in 1765. This Thomas married Dorcas Surman (or Sherman) on 31 August 1795 (witnesses: Elizabeth King, John Walker). This Thomas Trafford turns out to have been the first cousin of our Thomas, as their fathers, Thomas and John were brothers – more on this in the next section.



The Generations before Thomas Thomas’ parents, John Trafford and Mary Curtis (Curtiss in some accounts) were married April 30, 1766 in Weston-on-the-Green (witnesses: John Tuckwell, Hannah Curtis), just a few km east of Kirtlington. There is no record of the birth of Thomas’ father John Trafford in the Kirtlington parish register, as there are gaps in this record around that time. We do however know more than this would suggest because John left a will [7]. From the probate information on the will and age (78) on his 1819 burial record, we can determine that John was born in 1741. John was a yeoman, which is a title applied to commoners who had significant property holdings. He owned several “messuages” (houses), “tenements” and “cottages”, barns, stables, a bake-house, a malt-house, and numerous parcels of meadow and farmland. His dwellings, according to the will, seemed to be in two main groups. One group was the bake-house with a principal residence and other rental homes and service buildings, which he inherited from his grandfather, Thomas Symons. The other group was the malthouse with a principal residence and other rental homes and service buildings, which he inherited from his father, also named John.



Above left is the church of St Mary the Virgin [6], the home church of the parish of Kirtlington. Several generations of Trafford ancestors were baptized, married and buried here. Clockwise from middle top: the font; the Norman arches in the central section; the stand-alone organ; detail of the old mural on the north wall [2]. Thomas Trafford the baker of Kirtlington
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John’s parents, and therefore our Thomas’ grandparents, were John Trafford (also a yeoman) and Mary Simons (Symons in some accounts). The Kirtlington parish register contains their marriage record in 1735. This marriage is the first record of the Trafford name in the parish of Kirtlington. This John Trafford was born in the nearby parish of Wendlebury, and those prior generations are a matter for another story: ‘The Traffords of Adderbury and Wendlebury’. The Kirtlington parish register shows that John’s wife Mary died in 1754, perhaps dying in childbirth with her last son; she was buried at Kirtlington on 8 July of that year. The records from the nearby parish of Middleton Stoney also show that on 30 Nov 1757 this elder John Trafford (“of Kirtlington”), then widowed, became remarried to another Mary Simons, also widowed. Although an odd coincidence, Simons was this second wife’s married name – her maiden name is not known. A plausible theory is that this second Mary was actually the widow of the first Mary’s brother. There is some evidence of this sister-in-law relationship in the Middleton Stoney parish register, as well as in the 1753 will of Thomas Symons [8]. The parish register shows the baptism of John Simons, son of John and Mary on 10 January 1743; this Mary’s husband John Simons died in or before 1746 as evidenced by a letter of administration (will bond) dated that year [9]. Thomas Symons’ will appointed “my Daughter Mary the Wife of John Trafford” (John’s first wife) as sole executrix, leaving legacies and property to her and to several of the Trafford grandsons. His will also left property and legacies to “my Daughter in Law Mary Symons”, and to “my Grandson Thomas Symons” and “my Grandson John Symons”. No mention was made of Thomas’ son John, who was presumably deceased. Additional support for the sister-in-law connection also comes from property records. John Simons, the son of Thomas, husband of Mary and father of Thomas and John; was identified in a number of records, including the baptism entry of his son and in his will bond, as an “innholder”. The inn in question was known as “the Eagle and Child” in Middleton Stoney. John Trafford came into possession of this inn through his marriage to Mary, later selling it to the Earl of Jersey.



Above is a recent photo of “The Jersey Arms” Inn (formerly “The Eagle and Child”) in Middleton Stoney [2]. Thomas Trafford the baker of Kirtlington



Returning to the elder John Trafford, again we know more details about him because he also left a will [10]. Filling in the gaps in the Kirtlington christening records with sons and daughters mentioned in this will, the children of the elder John and his two wives can be reckoned with reasonable certainty: 5



Children with first wife Mary Simons: o Thomas, baptized 15 August 1737 ~ father of the other Thomas born in 1767 o Mary, baptized 9 September 1739 o John, born 1741 … (mentioned only in the will) ~ father of our Thomas o Henry, baptized 20 November 1743 o Rebecca, baptized 4 May 1746 o Ann, baptized 17 July 1748 o William, born about 1754 … (mentioned only in the will) Children with second wife Mary Simons (widow): o Sarah, baptized 18 November 1759 (in Middleton Stoney) John’s second wife likely brought her two sons Thomas and John from her previous marriage. By the time of the birth of their daughter Sarah in 1759, this “nuclear family” then had ten half-siblings and step-siblings. The elder John Trafford passed away in 1768; the parish records show his burial in Kirtlington on 8 August of that year. This was a bit more than a year after our Thomas was born. A Kirtlington burial record for Mary Trafford on 12 November 1792 probably refers to the elder John’s second wife (though there is a small chance it could refer to the younger John’s wife, Mary Curtis). The Oxfordshire Records Office also holds a will (written 1785 and proved 1793) and letter of administration (will bond) [11] for “Mary Trafford, widow”. These documents clearly refer to the elder John’s second wife, as both confirm that her personal property was granted to their daughter Sarah. Returning to our Thomas’ parents; Thomas’ mother Mary Curtis was raised in Westonon-the-Green. Her parents were Nicholas Drake Curtis and Mary Wyatt, who were married 10 July 1739 in nearby Charlton-on-Otmoor. Their children were: o Richard, baptized 20 June 1740 and buried 22 June 1740 o Mary, baptized 12 July 1741 ~ mother of our Thomas o Hannah, baptized 9 July 1743



o o o o



Richard and Jane, both baptized 3 Feb 1744/45 (possibly twins) Nicholas, baptized 1 July 1746 Rebecka, baptized 13 Dec 1747 George, baptized 25 Oct 1749



Though second-born, Mary was the eldest child in this family as her first brother died as an infant. Mary’s sister Hannah was a witness for her marriage; and Mary’s brother Richard died in 1806 leaving a will in which he left legacies to a number of his nieces and nephews (including our Thomas). In following generations, the name “Curtis” began to be used as a middle name, and on some occasions a first name. A Richard Curtis Enser (a grandson of Mary) is mentioned later in this story. Thomas Trafford the baker of Kirtlington
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Thomas’ Brothers and Sisters Thomas’ parents, John and Mary (Curtis) had seven children between 1767 and 1784, all mentioned in the Kirtlington parish records: o Thomas, baptized 9 August 1767 ~ our Thomas o John, baptized 28 June 1769 o Richard, baptized 1 April 1771



o Mary, baptized 14 November 1773 o Rebecka (Rebecca), baptized 5 October 1777 o Sarah and Ann, both baptized 10 Jan 1784 (possibly twins)



Thomas was seemingly the eldest. It is not possible for us to know for certain at which dwelling Thomas and his brothers and sisters were raised. John Trafford appears to have owned quite a number of residences. John’s will of 1813, discussed a bit later, provides some clues about this. On 31 March 1788 Thomas married Sarah Hall. As evident from the consent note from his father, both Thomas and Sarah were under the age of twenty one. Given that their first child was baptized in September of that same year, we can understand their urgency to get married. They lived and raised their family in Kirtlington, baptizing their children between 1788 and 1806.



History of the time (1770’s to 1780’s): Thomas and his brothers and sisters grew up in the village of Kirtlington, Oxfordshire, in the 1770’s and 1780’s. This was during the reign of George III. George was a very popular king among the English, although he is best known in North America as the nemesis of the American Revolutionary War.



King George III [6] Reign: 1760-1820



Captain James Cook was also making his famed round-the-world voyages at this time, ultimately being killed in Hawaii in 1779. One of his accomplishments was to be the first European to reach Australia. The first British colony in Australia was later founded near his landing point at Sydney in 1788.



Thomas’ daughter Rebecca later emigrated to Australia with her family after her husband’s death. Rebecca (Heath) is buried in Yakka, NSW. Thomas Trafford the baker of Kirtlington



Portrait of James Cook by Nathaniel Dance ~1775



[6] Captain Cook charted Newfoundland, the American west coast, the South Pacific, Australia, New Zealand and Antarctica.
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Thomas’ sister Mary married William Enser in 1798, and they raised their family in Kirtlington. In 1802, Thomas’ youngest sister Sarah died at the age of about 18. She was buried at Kirtlington on March 18 of that year. Thomas’ sister Rebecca married Charles Harper on 3 Nov 1806, and they raised their family in the nearby village of Bletchingdon. His sister Ann married Thomas Harper (a cousin of Charles, according to Phil Wood) on 29 Feb 1808, and they lived and raised their family in Twyford, Buckinghamshire. Thomas’ two brothers never married, as evidenced by their wills, which are discussed later. There does not appear to be any death or burial record for Thomas’ mother Mary (an IGI record cites the November 12 Kirtlington burial record of Mary Trafford, but this is almost certainly Thomas’ step-grandmother Mary, discussed earlier). It seems that she was not alive when Thomas’ father wrote his will in 1813, as she was not mentioned in it. Thomas’ father John published his will in 1813, about the age of 72. In it he bequeathed the bake-house property (see photo front page) to Thomas and his family, and he bequeathed the malt-house property to his unmarried sons John and Richard (see excerpts below). He also gave a legacy of £700 to each of his six surviving children. From the Will of John Trafford, 1813: [7] … I give and devise unto my Son, Thomas Trafford his heirs and assigns all that my Messuage or Tenement and those Bakehouse Outhouses Barns Stables Buildings Yards Gardens and Orchard thereunto belonging situate and being in Kirtlington aforesaid and now in the possession of this my said Son Thomas Trafford … [etc.] … were given and devised to me and my heirs and assigns for ever in and by the last Will and Testament of my Grandfather Thomas Symons … … Also I give and devise unto my Sons John Trafford and Richard Trafford their heirs and Assigns All that my Messuage or Tenement Cottage or Tenement and Malthouse Barns Stables buildings Court Yard and Gardens situate and being in Kirtlington aforesaid and now in my own possession … [etc.] … given and devised to me and my heirs and Assigns for ever in and by the last mentioned Will and Testament of my father John Trafford deceased …



Thomas Trafford the baker of Kirtlington



John added a codicil to his will in 1814. Noting that he had paid a sum of £500 on behalf of Thomas, he accordingly reduced Thomas’ legacy of £700 to £200. There was no mention about the reason for the payment – we are left to guess whether it was to settle a debt, or to make an investment. John died in 1819 at the age of 78, and was buried in Kirtlington on 26 March of that year. It is apparent from John’s will that Thomas was living at the bake-house property prior to 1813, probably raising his family there. By the fact that Thomas reported his profession in 1841 as “Baker”, we know that at some point Thomas chose to make a serious go of running a baking business out of the bake-house. This began a tradition that was followed by a number of Thomas’ children and grandchildren. 8



Sarah’s Brothers, Sisters and Parents Sarah Hall’s parents, John Hall and Hannah Rose were married 20 May 1764 in Bletchingdon, just a few km south of Kirtlington. John’s parents (Sarah’s grandparents) were John and Sara, who baptized four children in Kirtlington between 1736 and 1743:



o o o o



Ann, baptized 22 February 1735/36 Strange, baptized 14 May 1738 and buried 18 Nov 1739 (not an uncommon name) John, baptized 25 December 1739 ~ Sarah’s father Sara, baptized 16 August 1743



No information is available in the Bletchingdon records about Sarah’s mother Hannah Rose, though she is identified as “of this parish” in the marriage record. John and Hannah had four children in Kirtlington between 1764 and 1772: o Edward, baptized 16 December 1764 o Sarah, baptized 13 March 1767/68 ~ our Sarah



o Ann, baptized 23 September 1770 o Thomas, baptized 29 November 1772



Thomas and Sarah and their Family Thomas Trafford and Sarah Hall were married in Kirtlington on 31 March 1788. Thomas was just a few months short of his twenty-first birthday (born summer 1767). Sarah (born early 1768) was also just 20. Thomas and Sarah had the following children over the next eighteen years, all mentioned in the Kirtlington parish register: o Hannah Maria (Anna Maria), baptized 21 September 1788 o Sarah, baptized 13 December 1789 o Ann, baptized 30 October 1791 o Lucey (Lucy), baptized 21 April 1793



o John, baptized 17 July 1796 o Rebeccah (Rebecca), baptized 26 March 1799 o Nicolas, baptized 12 July 1801 o Thomas, baptized 5 February 1804 o William, baptized April 1806



Thomas’ and Sarah’s family lived at the bake-house property, and Thomas ran a baking business, with several of his children helping as they became old enough. Parish records show that sons John and William, and daughter Rebecca were bakers as adults. Several grandchildren later became bakers in the city of Oxford – more on the baking tradition later.



Thomas Trafford the baker of Kirtlington
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Between 1802 and 1816 no less than 5 burial records can be found at Kirtlington for a Sarah Trafford, an apparently unlucky choice of name. These account for all the Sarah Traffords (either by baptism or by marriage) known to exist in Kirtlington during that timeframe. The earliest of these probably refers to Thomas’ sister Sarah, discussed in the previous section. The last of these (the only one for which an age is recorded) refers without question to the infant daughter of Thomas’ cousin Thomas. The implication is that two of the remaining three records must refer to Thomas’ wife Sarah and to their daughter Sarah. The three burials took place in Kirtlington on 11 March 1810, 26 April 1811 and 5 April 1812. It will likely never be discovered which is which. For Thomas’ wife, the cause of death may have been one more pregnancy, occurring four to six years after the birth of their last child.. On the happier side, numerous marriages and grandchildren followed over the next two decades: o Daughter Lucy married Daniel White on 21 Jan 1813 – they raised their family in Horton (possibly Holton or Horley), later moving to the city of Oxford. o Daughter Hannah Maria (Anna Maria) married William Cross 29 Aug 1816 – they raised their family in Kirtlington. Their son, William Cross appears as the gardener, age 16, in the census excerpt on the front page. o Daughter Rebecca had a daughter, Sarah out of wedlock, christened 8 July 1821. Later she married John Heath of Fritwell on 18 Nov 1823 – they raised their family in Fringford, later moving to the city of Oxford. Rebecca and her children later immigrated to Australia. o Son John married Maria Walker on 30 Aug 1821 – they raised their family in Kirtlington. It’s possible they lived at the bake-house property, as John was a baker; but he had become a schoolmaster by the time their last child was born, so it is possible they lived closer to (or at) the schoolhouse (though it’s a very short walk). Thomas was living with them at the time of the 1841 census. This family also moved to the city of Oxford. o Son William married Sarah Stiles on 19 Apr 1827 – they raised their family in Kirtlington. It is possible this family was living at the bake-house (rather than John and Maria), as William remained a baker. This family also later moved to the city of Oxford. o Son Nicholas married Wilmot Bayliss in Taynton on 25 Aug 1827 – I have not yet found records of their family. o Son Thomas married Martha Warner on 19 Jan 1832 – they raised their family in nearby Bletchingdon, where they were publicans (innkeepers). o There appears to be no record of what happened to daughter Ann.



Thomas Trafford the baker of Kirtlington
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What Became of Thomas? There is a burial record for a Thomas Trafford in the Kirtlington parish register; date of burial “1843, Oct 8”; and age at death “76”. This is consistent with our Thomas’ birthdate, but there is nothing to distinguish this from the other Thomas (his cousin) who would have been the same age. Nevertheless, the corresponding death record [12] is available at the General Register Office; registered at Bicester in the October-December quarter of 1843. The date and location of death was “Fourth of October 1843, Kirtlington”; age at death “76”; and the cause was given as “Old Age”. This record leaves no question that it refers to our Thomas, as his occupation was given as “Baker”. The informant was “Ann Jessett, present at the death”. This Ann Jessett appears in the 1841 Kirtlington census as a neighbour of Thomas’ son William; doubtless she was a family friend or employee of the bake-shop. So it appears that Thomas died in Kirtlington, two years after he appeared in the 1841 census. His death probably played a significant role in the curious fact that by 1851, virtually none of Thomas’ children or grandchildren remained in Kirtlington. One theory that could explain this mass exodus from Kirtlington would be the possible sale of the bake-house property. It is a known fact that the wealthy Dashwood family (the local baronets) had been buying properties in Kirtlington throughout the 1700’s and 1800’s. Perhaps an examination of the deeds on record in the “Dashwood papers”, mentioned by distant cousin Phil Wood (see bottom left), may provide an answer to this. Meanwhile, we can spot the influence of the Dashwoods in the census records, very close to the Trafford home. In the 1861 Kirtlington census, the home occupied by Elizabeth Walklett was identified by its name “Dashwood Arms” – this happens to be the name of a current-day historic inn in Kirtlington (located at the South Green, next door to “The Old Bakehouse”). Elizabeth and Thomas Walklett were neighbours of John and Maria Trafford in the 1841 census. Parish records identify this Elizabeth and Thomas as “publicans” (innkeepers), so they almost certainly lived at the actual inn that goes by the same name today. Numerous documents associate the Walklett family with this inn. From the website of Phil Wood: [13] … The Dashwood family were well into their procurement of virtually all the village. This link with the Dashwoods means that several deeds etc. involving John have been preserved in the Dashwood papers held by the Oxford Record Office. … Thomas Trafford the baker of Kirtlington



There is also relevant information that can be gleaned from the wills of Thomas’ two unmarried brothers, Richard [14] and John [15]. Recall that they inherited equal ownership of the malt-house property from their father. Richard’s will was written in December of 1832. It contains a large amount of 11



text dealing with the complications of the “moiety” (shared-ownership) that resulted from their shared inheritance – giving the full ownership to his brother John upon his death. He also bequeathed several cash legacies, including £200 to Thomas and £250 to each of their sisters. However, he directed that the legacies not be paid until after the death of his brother John. It seems Richard and John had made a pact that they would give a combined legacy to each person after they had both died. It is likely that Richard’s brother John had a very similar will, making up the other part of the pact, but there is no record of this version if it existed. Things changed with Richard’s death. Richard died in 1836, and was buried at Kirtlington on 9 March. John’s will was written (presumably re-written) in 1839. This will is simpler than Richard’s, since it no longer needed to deal with the “moiety” issue. However, it still dealt with the legacy pact. It turns out that the combined legacy to each person was £300, and so John bequeathed the remaining £100 to Thomas and the remaining £50 to each of their sisters. Brother John died in 1849 and his will was probated on November 1 of that year. Richard’s will was probated a few days later on November 5, more than thirteen years after his death. Clearly it was the legacy pact that gave rise to this lengthy delay. John’s will was not re-written after Thomas’ 1843 death, so it can be assumed that Thomas’ legacy was divided among the other beneficiaries. By these two wills, the malt-house property was passed to their nephews James and Richard Curtis Enser.



Beyond Kirtlington – Bakers, Bakers, and more Bakers It is probably no coincidence that so many of the families of Thomas’ children eventually moved to the city of Oxford. In the 1841 census, Lucy and Daniel White and family were already living on Bath Street in St Clement’s parish. Their Son John reported his profession as “Baker”. In the 1851 census, Lucy and Daniel had moved to George Street in St Clement’s. Rebecca and John Heath and family were living on High Street in the same parish. Meanwhile, John and Maria Trafford and their family, as well as William and Sarah Trafford and their family were living a few doors apart on Bath Street. John, who had been a baker in Kirtlington, had by now decided to give up that profession, becoming a schoolmaster by the birth of their last child. William had also been a baker in Kirtlington, and he continued in this profession in Oxford. Later, in 1863, Thomas Trafford, son of Thomas and Martha, married Elizabeth and raised a family in the city. In the 1871 census they were living at Swan Yard in nearby St Giles’ parish. This younger Thomas reported his profession as “Baker Master – employing 1 man”. Also by 1871, at least two of William and Sarah’s sons had become bakers in the city of London; Alfred in St. Pancras; and Edwin in Kensington. Thomas Trafford the baker of Kirtlington
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We do not exactly know why so many of these families left Kirtlington around the same time, let alone why many ended up in the same area. It may not be accurate to say that all of this resulted from Thomas’ death (at least directly). Certainly his daughter Lucy had already made the move by 1841. It is clear that there must have been a deliberate decision, probably by several family members, to sell the bake-house property and follow Lucy’s lead to Oxford. This suggests that the bake-house property was probably left to the whole family rather than just one son or daughter. Maybe they started a new bakery in Oxford, or perhaps they just exploited their baking experience at an existing bakery in the area. But it is also likely that there was a lot of cash involved in all of these moves – the sort of cash that would have resulted from a profitable sale of property.



~



Regarding my personal ancestry, I mentioned that I am descended from John and Maria’s son John, who was 13 in the 1841 census excerpt at the beginning of this story. Shortly after his family moved to Bath Street, the younger John became a railway porter, working and living in Lower Heyford. There he met Lucy Baggott through some unknown circumstance. On 24 September 1855, they were married in Lower Heyford, where she had been born. They began raising their family in Lower Heyford, then returned briefly to St. Clements’ parish, and finally settled in St. Aldate’s parish, next to the grounds of Oxford University. The details of that family and their descendants (including my great grandparents) are a matter for another story: ‘Walter John and Eliza Trafford’. Thomas Trafford the baker of Kirtlington
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1841 England Census image from The Generations Network (ancestry.com), original documents held at The National Archives, http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/. Photos taken by Ross Trafford taken June 2009.. CD: “Oxfordshire Parish Register Transcripts, Bicester Registration District, Vol. 1” [for the parishes of: Ambrosden, Bicester, Charlton-on-Otmoor, Chesterton, Kirtlington, Merton, Wendlebury and Weston-on-the-Green]: published by Oxfordshire Family History Society (© 1994-2006). CD: “Oxfordshire Parish Register Transcripts, Bicester Registration District, Vol. 3” [for the parishes of: Ardley, Bletchingdon, Fringford, Lower Heyford, Middleton Stoney, Piddington, Somerton, Stratton Audley and Upper Heyford]: published by Oxfordshire Family History Society (© 1994-2005). Photo of letter from John Trafford and transcription, courtesy of Phil Wood, original document held with the Oxford Archdeaconry Marriage Bonds. Church image and images of historical figures, courtesy of Wikipedia ™. Will and Codicil; Records of the Prerogative Court of Canterbury: “John Trafford, yeoman, Kirtlington, 24 Sep 1819 (Ref: Prob 11/1620)”. Will; Oxfordshire Probate Records in the Oxford Archives: “Thomas Symons, gentleman, Kirtlington, 1753 (Ref: W 213.118; 152/1/28)”. Bond; Oxfordshire Probate Records in the Oxford Archives: “John Symons/Simons, innholder, Middleton Stoney, 1746 (Ref: Bd 109.21; 87/2/8)”. Will; Oxfordshire Probate Records in the Oxford Archives: “John Trafford, yeoman, Kirtlington, 1768 (Ref: W 97.166; 68/1/25)”. Will and Bond; Oxfordshire Probate Records in the Oxford Archives: “Mary Trafford, widow, Kirtlington, 1793 (Ref: W Bd 218.103; 110.115; 155/3/14)”. GRO Death Record: “Thomas Trafford, Oxfordshire Oct-Dec 1843, Bicester, vol. 16, page 27“ Website of Phil Wood: http://www.burrellwood.org.uk/FHist/Phil/England/Trafford/index.htm.



14. Will; Records of the Prerogative Court of Canterbury: “Richard Trafford, yeoman, Kirtlington, 5 Nov 1849 (Ref: Prob 11/2103)” 15. Will; Records of the Prerogative Court of Canterbury: “John Trafford, gentleman, Kirtlington, 1 Nov 1849 (Ref: Prob 11/2103)”



Thomas Trafford the baker of Kirtlington
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